
  

P E T HOTEL Today’s Grooming Date: Owner’s Name:    
HADLEY 

Pet’s Name: Breed:    

Call When Ready: Drop Off Time: Est. Pick Up Time:    
Please note: If you would like your dog to play before or after their groom a daycare cost will be added. 

 

BUBBLE BATH $35 - $60 Includes Bath, Nail Trimming, Ear Cleaning, Basic Brush out and Blow Dry 

HAIRCUT STYLING 
                Teacup – Small                                Medium - Large             Extra Large - Giant 
                          $66.25                                                   $71.25                                               $81.25 

Prices may vary depending on coat/skin condition (please read our matting policy below temperament and A La Carte additions. 
 

STYLE REQUEST 
 
 
 
 
 

A LA CARTE SPA SERVICES These prices will be added to the above services if chosen. 
 

Ear Cleaning $5 Anal Glands $10 Skunk-Off Bubble Bath $25 
Teeth Brushing $5 Full Body Blueberry Whitening $10 De-shed Treatment $Varies 
Facial Blueberry Whitening $5 Pawdicure $15 Detangle Treatment $Varies 
Feather Extension $8 Nail Dremeling $15 Price may vary depending on coat condition, 

. .. temperament and length of fur. 
Basic Nail Trim $10 Flea Bubble Bath $25 

 
Mat Removal Policy: While we are extremely careful when clipping of excessively matted coats there is a risk of nicks, cuts, or abrasions due to: warts, moles. 
or skin folds trapped in the mats. Removal of the matting may also reveal skin irritations caused by moisture trapped near the pet’s skin allowing mold. fungus 
or bacteria to grow. Clipping may reveal embedded grass seeds, which may leave pus-filled holes in your pet’s skin. It is also possible that we may also find V-
shaped cuts, where good intended owners have tried to remove the coat with scissors. 
The after-effects of mat removal procedures can include itchiness, skin redness, self-inflicted irritations or abrasions and failure of the hair to regrow. Shaved 
pets are also prone to sunburn and should either have sunscreen applied daily or should be kept out of the sun until the hair grows sufficiently to protect the skin. 
In some cases, pets may also exhibit brief behavior changes. Owner agrees not to hold Pet Hotel Hadley liable in the even their pet becomes ill during or after their pet’s 
appointment. Pet Hotel Hadley is not responsible for any pre-existing medical conditions or the aggravation of those conditions. Owner should consult with their 
veterinarian prior to having their pet treated if there is any question concerning their pet sensitivity to any grooming products. 
*As the Owner, you are responsible for the condition of your pet’s coat and may not hold Pet Hotel Hadley or the groomers responsible in the event of 
adverse effects of mat removal. * 

I agree to all the above terms and conditions of this document. 

Owner’s Signature: Date:    

Printed Name:    

Pet Hotel Hadley Staff Member: Date:    
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Canine Salon Check-In 
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